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The luminous Isis Oracle set includes 44 oversized cards and a 220-page illustrated guidebook. These
rituals, a lot of which are guided meditaions, assist you to focus your attention to obtain the answers you
need. Each of the card descriptions in the guidebook presents a powerful ritual to assist in the integrating of
the cards.
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. Nevertheless, the accompanying booklet just does the most. The affirmations and incantations provided are
easy to use and powerful, many times I've felt my energy boost while working with these cards. Its just
flabbergastingly spectacular and breathtakingly beautiful. The other 5 celebrities would speak toward's this
deck's accuracy.We was attracted to buying this item as the pictures on the container were very
beautiful..PERSONAL READINGS: Since there is a beautiful story shared between the illustrations and the
guidebook (Manton and Fairchild appeared to be really cohesive in continuity) this makes for a satisfying
ride. but also, foolish me, I thought it would help me to create closer ties with a romantic interest. This deck,
like most of Blue Angel's creators, is a very spiritual deck. I understood right then I needed it... you can be
gladly disappointed it does not offer you such themes.. They are also big boxes (about 5" x 6") as the cards
certainly are a nice huge size themselves (about 4" X 5") making an ideal canvas size for such splendid
artwork as Fairchild's to be shown. The artwork is stunning, and like others possess said, it's refreshing to
discover that the human being figures have not been "whitewashed"—they appear to be they could
realistically become of Egyptian origin.GUIDEBOOK: The guidebook here is wonderful.. I think Manton
did a fantastic job in not totally white-cleaning Egypt and portrayed the pictures in ways that celebrated the
multi-ethnic region this community hosted and became. The reserve is usually writen by Alana Fairchild and
OMG is certainly she Astounding with visualization. The recipient was very pleased therefore am I..
Nevertheless these rituals written by Alana are therefore powerfully moving. I've never been moved by way
of a group of meditations/rituals before in my own entire life.ARTWORK: Even though Alana composed
the guidebook, the artwork is performed by Jimmy Manton in which he offers contributed to various other
Blue Angel Oracle decks previously want Gods and Titans, Goddesses and Sirens, and some for Oracle of
the Dragonfae.. AMAZING. Its like museum quality art items. My concern with buying this deck was will
the artwork represent Isis and Osiris as Anglo charicatures and features... I've seen way too many Egyptian
decks do this and it makes me desire to roll my eye. very thick with about 210 web pages of text focused on
the deck itself. I also like the meanings that are designated to the cards in the Isis Oracle.. The best card
during among my readings is normally "Flower of Life- Divine Creativity and Manifestation".I saw it in my
minds eyes and refused to buy another deck of any kind until I found The One.. Will be worth the
investment I really like this deck. But alright. When I opened my eyes and looked at the image on the cards
and compared it to the mental picture of my perfected becoming that came through the meditation.
Fantastic! I choose one a day plus they invariably help clarify whatever it really is I am considering. I
actually believed I was hotter compared to the picture of the cards... and its because I am even more
beautiful in true to life than I give myself acknowledgement of and for and what folks have told me
approximately my beauty, I could never see just before till I entered into that seldom and extremely
powerful ritual. This is a wonderfully, PROFOUNDLY POWERFUL SPIRITUAL item. Because the
artwork is so beautiful, it reflects and represents the strength, beauty, intelligence found within. Therefore
the balance between the powerful meditation and the wonder of the artwork makes this such a robust deck.
Isis/Egyptian fanatics...OVERALL: I think this item is ideal for art fanatics... it still left me astounded.
Ultimately Oracle cards are dependent solely on your interpretation of these, and the stunning imagery of the
cards gives a lot to work with. However this deck has helped me to clear away the needed spiritual debris in
my life to reveal and unfold an awesome Danielle.. Making you pretty darn amazing so that you can serve
and support yourselves among others. It's like getting a spiritual baptism each time you make use of this
deck. I love the rituals in the publication . Beautiful writing, gorgeous artwork. It offered me an excellent
reading with details and prayers to go along with the reading. But after utilizing the deck several times, I'm
actually touched by the quality of the writing.. The guidance felt extremely spot-on, and the affirmations and
rituals that match each card certainly are a lovely reward. Cardstock because of this deck is different than
most of the newer Blue Angel decks as its more sturdier, its as durable as the very sturdy older Blue Angel
decks (believe Toni Carmine Salerno's Gaia Oracle quality). Recommend. After reading the amazing



reviews about this deck (and spotting a great price on a like-new copy) I decided to order it. Exceeded My
Objectives! I am very happy I did because this deck took my breath away. I love the artwork, the guidebook
is incredible, and the card quality is top notch. I wouldn't state its a precise representation of the cultures
there, however the hues and the skin tones selected definitely does not make it appear as if neither of the
authors ever examine or gone to Africa/Egypt. It really feels as though plenty of heart and soul when in to
the creation of this deck. I possess a big deck collection (150+ decks) which oracle deck is very unique, I
really like it. I suspect it will become among my very favorites. An absolute must have addition to anyone's
oracle collection These cards are excellent to assist you along your spiritual trip. The first 5 superstars would
move towards how AMAZINGLY BEAUTIFUL the artwork can be. That was a significant turn-off. You
'must' have period when giving yourself or others a reading with this deck and you must allow a lot more
time if you are doing one of the incantations or rituals with the cards in this deck..Every time I use this deck
it says just what I have to hear. wow... and anyone getting into a spiritual path.. Simply Awesome Purchased
these as something special..... I had not used some of Alana's decks before. vibrant colors, in-depth cards
and good medium thick cards (not really too thin, not too heavy) so they wont obtain damaged. Yes, there is
even a card within related to romantic relationships, but for the most component this deck is about you.. I
was so delighted as i was going card by cards, and i felt immediate resonance from all of them. The artwork
gets a dual OMG OMG!CARDSTOCK/Product packaging: All Blue Angel cartomancy products can be
found in very sturdy boxes that last for a long period. im sure because the connection was there, they'll be
very great to use for readings and turn up my intuition... thank you, Amazon and Alana Fairchild, because of
this splendid deck <3 but the book is not the best. But alright A wait We longed for. These cards are
magnificent, but the book is not really the greatest. which was EXTREMELY POWERFUL.Illustrations are
directly on the tag. I’ve caused Tarot and Oracle cards for years, I am no one’s novice, but this is just filled
up with unnecessary words, that may make everything confusing. Beautiful... Intuitive, and magical is so
many ways.We had sought out a deck like this for quite some time, but had zero idea if any existed. When I
had picked up the card I thought "man I wished I was as scorching as the Isis upon this picture" and when I
entered into the meditation/ritual/visualization exercise I could see my potential self in every of the same
glory Isis stood in that picture.As it turns out, this was THE MAIN ONE.I saw a photo of one of the cards
posted in a Facebook Forum. So if you're wishing to divine the future or looking for fluffy messages to
greatly help get you through the day..And, if you're not an intuitive reader (like me), the book is very helpful
and informative and inspiring.The imagery is outstanding and I'm proud to start to see the use of proper skin
tones and facial structure for the heritage depicted.Isis must be glowing in the Aether with pride.This deck is
a must-have for anybody into Egyptian/African Mythology and/or Spirituality.. Love and light! I got
expected a deck that was even more of a daily reading but this deck will go more in depth. I was really
surprised I liked the sample artwork when i was checking this product out online, but once it arrived. The
artwork is normally stunning and the finish is quite glossy so you need to allow time to work them in. Over-
all very great deck and well worth the investment. These cards are totally gorgeous. Simply beautiful! I
purchased this deck from a spiritual shop and I was instantly drawn to it. I purchased this as a kind of guilty
pleasure because We was fascinated with Ancient Egypt as a child. I recommend this deck.. I got these after
going in a retreat and the leader had them. I feel like I needed to discover these and they have been phoning
to me. The rituals have become rewarding and the designs are beautiful! This a deck that requires a lot of
work placed into it as it has ritual and incantations in the deck. Not just a typical oracle deck Each card's
reading is accompanied with a meditation and an incantation. Working through the exercises helps the "
initiate" to open up his / her heart to get unconditional like. the artwork is actually amazing and beyond my
expectation. Love this set Loved this set I highly recommend this deck. There's about 4-5 pages specialized
in each card and it models the tone for the card's meaning, offers a visualization exercise/ritual and also a
chant/incantation. Intense I LOVE THESE CARDS. They are very intense both in messages and in fine art..



A great, inspiring deck. Five Stars Greatest deck ever. totally stunning.. I cannot say enough words
concerning this deck apart from its extremely powerful to the point it really is nearly existence changing...I
very own the pocket version aswell Don’t let the book discourage you. Generally I am very bad at anything
meditative, visualization, etc.Another Divinely Ideal Blue Angel Product! These cards are beautiful and
working with them definitely pushes you to trust your intuition. I would need to give this deck like 10
Stars.Teach you to ultimately browse as you converse yourself back to the times of ISIS. I observe what the
writer was going for, but my god had been the messages oftentimes lost in the verbiage. I plan to buy her
additional deck as well. The cards themselves are amazing, though. I was very hesitant to try the rituals
because I don't believe in "rituals" and plus visualizations by no means worked for me. Blessings ??
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